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ABSTRACT
The aim: To identify the problems and prospects of introducing mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 in the context of respect for human and civil rights and freedoms based on generalization and systematization of foreign experience in implementing such measures.

Materials and methods: In the research, we applied a complex of philosophical and ideological approaches, general scientific and special methods of scientific cognition, in particular civilizational and axiological approaches as well as dialectical, dogmatic, comparative, and statistical methods.

The empirical basis of the study is represented by the statistical data of the healthcare sector of European countries, generalization of the practice of vaccination. In the study, we use international and European regulatory legal acts and documents in the field of human rights, national legislation of foreign countries.

Conclusions: Vaccination represents an important component of the fundamental right to health. International legal acts on the human rights regulation, in particular the right to health, do not provide an unambiguous answer to the question of whether vaccination is the right or responsibility of a person, which has resulted in the existence of a wide range of vaccination policies and models. The existence of a wide range of policies and practices in States Parties to the Convention makes permissible the application of more imperative approaches to immunization, in particular, in cases where voluntary vaccination is not sufficient to ensure the threshold of herd immunity. In most countries, vaccination against COVID-19 is carried out voluntarily, whereas the complication of the epidemiological situation has resulted in following the path of introducing mandatory vaccination in some countries, both with regard to certain population categories (France, Greece, Russia, Ukraine) and the entire population (Tajikistan, Turkmenistan).
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INTRODUCTION
One of the greatest challenges of our time, which has reached a global scale, is the pandemic of the coronavirus infection COVID-19. Having originated in the Hubei Province of China in early January 2020, the epidemic very quickly spread outside China and penetrated into almost all countries of the world. On March 11, 2020, taking into account the pace and scale of the virus spread, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic.

As of September 30, 2021, over 233 million cases of COVID-19 had been detected worldwide, with nearly 5 million of them being lethal. The largest number of cases of virus infection occurred in North and South America jointly (nearly 90 million cases). High morbidity rates are also observed on the European subcontinent (over 70 million cases). A more favorable epidemiological situation has developed in the countries of Southeast Asia (nearly 43 million in total), which can be characterized by a rapid response to the first outbreaks of infection and the introduction of strict anti-epidemic measures, including state coercion [1].

The sudden appearance of the Corona Virus can be considered by some to be a "black swan" event, because it makes a devastating appearance and influence on all aspects of globalization and international relations [2, p. 21]. Today, it is obvious that the pandemic is a global challenge that almost in no time changed the socio-economic, political, geopolitical, and humanitarian situation in the world and caused a systemic crisis in most spheres of public life, the way out of which can be difficult and protracted.

The major geopolitical turn is being observed in the economy, which is experiencing the largest collapse since the Great Depression. The experts and analysts of the International Monetary Fund have repeatedly stressed that the economic crisis caused by the pandemic will result in a significant decline, greater than that experienced during the global economic crisis in 2008. Among the political consequences, we should highlight, in particular, the spread of authoritarianism, increased state supervision, control, repressive measures, ethnic nationalism under the slogans of fighting against the pandemic, curtailing public freedoms, which in turn have resulted in a drop in the level of trust in governments and state institutions [3].

The COVID-19 pandemic has also had a devastating impact on the healthcare system, which proved unable to withstand an epidemic crisis of such a scale. The rapid spread of the disease and limited actual data on the virus resulted in the situation when national health systems were on the verge of collapse. Moreover, this situation turned out to be typical not only for developing countries but
also for the countries with a traditionally high standard of living, which are considered developed. For example, according to M. Kendrick, a doctor of the National Health Service, the British healthcare system has contributed to deepening the crisis by giving chaotic, often directly opposite instructions. One of these guidelines was the decision to place elderly people, including those with COVID-19 symptoms, in nursing homes, which led to the surge in the disease incidence at these institutions.

In the United States, the treatment of complex diseases, in particular, COVID-19, is too expensive and is not covered by basic health insurance, which resulted in the fact that access to healthcare services is not actually guaranteed to everyone [4].

In the context of the pandemic, the governments were forced to make serious legislative and managerial decisions within the shortest time possible, taking into account the epidemiological situation, which was constantly changing. The main focus has been placed on ensuring the proper functioning of the healthcare systems under crisis conditions, with the core issues being the search for effective measures to prevent the virus spread, minimization of the increase in morbidity, fast identification, and isolation of the people infected and providing them with qualified medical care [5]. One of the major consequences of the current public health crisis has been the resumption of debate about the need to introduce mandatory vaccination, which, according to WHO experts, is currently the only effective means of countering and overcoming the pandemic.

“Despite the fact that vaccination is a widespread preventive medical intervention, there is a scientific consensus that a number of vaccines might produce serious injuries to some people, and that these two facts create evident competing interests for any Government between public health, individual rights, and even the economic interests of some actors” [6, p.22]. Given the fact that each state has been developing and implementing its own strategy for overcoming the crisis caused by the pandemic with consideration of the epidemiological situation, peculiarities of mentality, public and legal life, the issue of vaccination against COVID-19 is marked by the polarity of views – from incorporating the mandatory nature of such medical intervention into the legislation to implementing it on a voluntary basis.

THE AIM
To identify the problems and prospects of introducing mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 in the context of respect for human and civil rights and freedoms based on generalization and systematization of foreign experience in implementing such measures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the research, we applied a complex of philosophical and ideological approaches, general scientific and special methods and means of scientific cognition, in particular civilizational and axiological approaches as well as dialectical, dogmatic, comparative, and statistical methods. The determinants of the research process were civilizational and axiological approaches used to justify the importance of human rights, their universality, and particularity; a dialectical method applied to identify the relationship between international, European, and national legislation in the field of human rights; a comparative legal approach used to analyze foreign experience in implementing the vaccination measures in the context of ensuring respect for human rights and freedoms, as well as systematization, analysis, and synthesis.

The empirical basis of the study is represented by the statistical data of the WHO and healthcare sectors of European countries, generalization of the vaccination practice. In the study, we use international and European regulatory legal acts and documents in the field of human rights, national legislation of foreign countries, namely the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the CESCR General Comment No. 14: the Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health, the 1947 Nuremberg Code, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine, the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights.

REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
The fundamental international document, which was the first to proclaim and enshrine the right to health protection, is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted in 1948. According to Article 25, “Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing, and medical care and necessary social services…” [7]. Despite the fact that the given Act only provides a generalized definition of the relevant right, it was an important step for this right to be further constituted and recognized internationally.

As an independent fundamental right, health was first defined in the WHO Constitution of 1946, where the preamble says: “The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition” [8]. Moreover, the Constitution provides a broad interpretation of the concept of ‘health’, which is understood not only as merely the absence of disease or physical disabilities but as a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being.

The content of the right to health is described in more detail in the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights of 1966, which is a generally recognized core mechanism for protecting this right. Article 12.1 of the Covenant says that the States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
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health. The measures necessary to ensure the realization of this right are provided for by Article 12.2 and include those necessary for 1) the provision for the reduction of the stillbirth rate and of infant mortality and for the healthy development of the child; 2) the improvement of all aspects of environmental and industrial hygiene; 3) the prevention, treatment, and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases; 4) the creation of conditions which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness [9]. In the context of studying the place of vaccination in the system of human rights and responsibilities, para 3, which directly concerns ensuring the implementation and legal guarantees for the protection of human health in epidemiological emergency situations, is of particular importance.

In the General Comment No. 14: the Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health, adopted on 11 August 2000, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights interprets the relevant provision, according to which, inter alia, the control of diseases refers to the implementation or enhancement of immunization programs and other strategies of infectious disease control [10]. The Commission also notes that such immunization programs are implemented in relation to major infectious diseases, and their development and implementation is a state responsibility of comparable priority.

This position is generally reproduced in the European acts meant to regulate human rights. Thus, in the Statement on the Right to Protection of Health in Times of Pandemic, the European Committee of Social Rights emphasizes that the operation of widely accessible immunization programs is provided for in para 3 of Article 11 of the 1961 European Charter of Social Rights, under which the states are obliged to maintain high coverage rates not only to reduce the incidence of relevant diseases but also to neutralize the reservoir of virus and thus achieve the goals set by the WHO to eradicate a range of infectious diseases [11]. Thus, the international legal acts that directly or indirectly concern the problem of vaccination do not provide an unambiguous answer to the question of whether such medical intervention is a human right or obligation. Furthermore, the uncertainty of legislative regulations results in the lack of a unified approach to the use of immunization in practice.

Moreover, the European regulatory framework does not regulate whether vaccines are mandatory or recommend ed, since the EU’s role in health policy is limited, and the Member States remain free in their decision. Thus, the National Health Services of most European countries have different vaccination systems, different vaccine recommendations, and different schedules of vaccine administration. For instance, 15 of the 27 European countries, namely, Austria, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom have no obligation to vaccinate. The other countries have an obligation to vaccinate with between 1 vaccine (Belgium) and 12 (Latvia) [12, p. 145]. Generally, it is characteristic of most European countries to use a combined approach: mostly, vaccination is recommended for the population, but for some of its categories belonging to risk groups, it is mandatory.

A similar variety of approaches to vaccination is typical of other regions of the world. Thus, this situation is particularly pronounced in the Middle East. For example, in Pakistan, the National Expanding Program on Immunization provides for immunization of all children between 0 and 23 months against 8 vaccine-preventable diseases. Despite this, routine immunization coverage in Pakistan is far from optimal. The country is one of 10 countries with at least 60% of children unvaccinated. Moreover, the country has about 33% of the children who must be immunized in accordance with WHO immunization targets for the Region [13]. It is significant that in this country there is a difference in vaccination coverage in terms of geography: residents of urban communities have a higher level of immunization than provincial and, especially, rural ones, where local customs and beliefs are critical in solving the issue of vaccination as well as other medical interventions.

"The roots of this local resistance toward vaccination must be understood within overall geopolitical context. From this perspective, we can understand how vaccination may be perceived at the local level not as a life-saving endeavor but as a "political project" [14, p. 6]. The COVID-19 pandemic has provided an unexpected incentive for further spread of this interpretation: the Pakistani population has long perceived the new infectious disease as a "western scenario" designed to ensure the political hegemony of the Western world and placement of other states in the dependent position. This negative assessment served as another proof for the population of the general senselessness and even harmfulness of the vaccination.

The insufficient level of the population's vaccination leads to the spread of epidemic diseases in the country, including those currently considered suppressed. "Pakistan is one of the two polio endemic countries; the other is its neighboring Afghanistan. Both have collectively contributed 85% of recent polio cases globally" [14, p. 5]. Measles and other diseases also prevail in the country. Under such circumstances, the Government of Pakistan is forced to implement supplementary vaccination measures against the most threatening epidemic diseases, but in the context of the pandemic and extreme contagiousness of the new virus, these programs have been mostly curtailed.

The diametrically opposite approach is applied by Oman, which is currently one of the most developed countries in the Arab East. The Sultanate’s immunization policy is based on the principle to immunize all children under one year old against the 12 vaccine-preventable childhood diseases (primary immunization and boosters). In Manual of Expanded Program on Immunization it is especially emphasized that given the success of reduction in the incidence of the vaccine-preventable diseases in the Sultanate of Oman, and the consequent decline in levels of avoidable sickness, disability, and death, it is important that every opportunity should be taken to immunize the target population in order
to sustain the gains made so far [15]. To achieve this goal, every contact of a child, mother, and female with the health delivery system is used. The vaccination exemption is only permitted if there are medical contraindications, with mild diseases not being the reason for the exemption.

Oman's balanced public policy in the field of healthcare in general, and immunization in particular, has had positive consequences for ensuring public health and epidemiological safety of the population. Thus, the Sultanate has been constantly demonstrating a high vaccination coverage level, which increased from 10% in 1985 to over 95% in 1995. In 2019, the population vaccination rate reached 100% for all types of vaccines. Several vaccine-preventable diseases have either been eliminated or their numbers have reduced substantially. For instance, the country has maintained the polio-free status since 1994 as well as the zero incidence status of diphtheria since 1992 [16]. In 2016, the vaccine management system of Oman received an overall rating of 99% as part of the WHO Effective Vaccine Management Project, which was the best rate among the 90 countries that participated in the study.

The immunization system in China, which is one of the major countries in the Asia-Pacific region and one of the world's largest vaccine manufacturers, has some special features. Vaccines in China are divided into two classes: a) the first class – vaccines, provided for citizens by the government free of charge; citizens should get immunized according to the government's regulations. Currently, the National Immunization Plan provides for immunization against 12 vaccine-preventable diseases. Also, this category includes supplemental vaccines paid for by lower-level governments, and emergency-use vaccines paid for by the government; b) the second class – other vaccines, provided at people's own expense and on a voluntary basis. The division of vaccines into classes is important for determining the nature of immunization. Thus, timely immunization with the first category vaccines is considered a societal duty, although not a mandate as there is no punishment associated with the non-compliance [17]. As far as vaccines of the second category are concerned, they are not mandatory: people are vaccinated at their own request and expense.

The original Chinese vaccination system demonstrates high efficiency in practice. The WHO states that China's immunization program has dramatically reduced the number of vaccine-preventable diseases. For example, polio in this country had been eradicated by the year 2000; in 2021, China was also certified as a malaria-free country. China has reached over 95% coverage for immunization [18]. Undoubtedly, this is also facilitated by the Chinese mentality traditionally characterized by a high level of trust and respect for the authorities as well as responsibility and strict implementation of government instructions, which was clearly demonstrated during the COVID-19 pandemic in this country.

In the context of the pandemic, the problem of searching for the optimal vaccination model has become particularly acute for national governments. High contagiousness of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, its resistance to the traditional treatment methods, an increased risk of negative consequences after the recovery as well as the emergence of new virus strains being more drug-resistant and resulting in a more complex course of the disease, make immunization the only reliable way to overcome the pandemic. To achieve an optimal result, vaccination against COVID-19 should have a systematic and comprehensive character, which is not always achieved by means of "soft power". Therefore, the need to ensure the balance between private (human rights, in particular, to medical care and medical interventions as well as possible restrictions on them due to refusal of vaccination) and public interests (state security, epidemiological well-being, and public health) requires caution when using stricter measures to ensure an appropriate level of immunization.

This situation has resulted in the fact that the decision on the introduction of mandatory vaccination in most countries has not been made yet. National states generally consider vaccination as a type of medical intervention, with the main consequence being the obligation to guarantee the patient's autonomy, including the requirement of voluntary informed consent, which is now the international standard for conducting medical research.

The first act that made mandatory the patient's voluntary consent in medical practice was the Nuremberg Code of 1947, adopted after the completion of the Nuremberg trial of Nazi doctors, in which para 1 enunciates that when carrying out experiments on human subjects, the voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the person involved should have the legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or another ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision [19]. Despite the fact that this document is mainly aimed at regulating the conduct of medical experiments and research on people, the principles set out in it were fundamental for building the post-war system of health regulation and laid the basis for the majority of international legal acts on the regulation of medical practices.

Within the European legal framework, the main document regulating the procedure for conducting medical research is the 1997 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine (Oviedo Convention). Articles 5-6 of the given Act set out the requirements to be met when intervening in the field of human health, among them there are as follows: a) an intervention in the health field may only be carried out after the person concerned has given free and informed consent to it; b) this person shall beforehand be given appropriate information as to the purpose and nature of the intervention as well as on its consequences and risks; c) an intervention may only be carried out on a person who does not have the capacity to consent, for his or her direct
benefit; d) where a minor does not have the capacity to consent to an intervention, or an adult, because of a mental disability, a disease or for similar reasons, the intervention may only be carried out with the authorization of his or her representative or a court or a person or body provided by law. Moreover, the individual concerned shall as far as possible take part in the authorization procedure, and the opinion of the minor shall be taken into consideration as an increasingly determining factor in proportion to his or her age and degree of maturity. In addition, Article 2 of the Convention emphasizes that the interests and welfare of the human being shall prevail over the sole interest of society or science [20].

These provisions were further developed in the Case-law of the European Court of Human Rights. In the judgment in the case of M.A.K. and R.K. v. the United Kingdom, the court, taking into account the existence of a legislative gap in the definition of “medical intervention,” clarifies: “Domestic law and practice clearly require the consent of either the patient or, if they are incapable of giving consent, a person with appropriate authorization before any medical intervention can take place” [21]. Thus, the European practice proceeds from a broad understanding of medical intervention, which includes not only therapy and surgical treatment but also preventive measures aimed at ensuring a state of physical and mental well-being.

A similar position is set out in the Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights adopted by UNESCO in 2005, where Part 1 of Article 6 contains an important provision that any preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic medical intervention is only to be carried out with the prior, free and informed consent of the person concerned [22].

This standpoint is generally shared by Western researchers, who point out that “vaccine trials fall within interventional research and they are not ‘low interventional studies’ with minimal risk”. Special carelessness concerning benefit/risk assessment is required as healthy volunteers are the target population for vaccine trials. This fact determines two consequences: “astringent stress on safety both in clinical trials and in clinical practice, and a more rigid regulation concerning informed consent” [12, p. 144]. Such a policy should promote ensuring the quality, effectiveness, and safety of the vaccination procedure as well as the realization of fundamental human rights and freedoms, their priority over other considerations.

It is obvious that mandatory vaccination will inevitably lead to restrictions or direct violations of some human rights, including 1) the right to life – vaccinations can be potentially dangerous to health, for example, if there are allergies, other medical contraindications, poor quality or unsuitability of the vaccine. In addition, “the European Commission on Human Rights explicitly states that if a state maintains a control and monitoring system that aims to minimize vaccine-associated side effects, isolated fatalities do not constitute an interference with the right to life” [23, p. 212]. Moreover, in this context vaccination is often seen as a positive duty of the state aimed at ensuring this right, especially in the context of the epidemic threats spread; 2) the right to the physical integrity of a person – since vaccination is an intrusive medical intervention, the absence of a person’s consent to it is considered a violation of the relevant right. Moreover, even the presence of such a consent to obligatory vaccination could become only a formality or a legal fiction [12, p. 147]; 3) the right to respect for private life – possible negative consequences of mandatory vaccination are manifested according to several criteria: a) a failure to have been vaccinated is sanctioned by exclusion from a certain social group (e.g. kindergarten and schools) relevant for the shaping of one’s personality; b) restrictions on the access to a profession [23, p. 217-218]; 4) the right to respect for family life, including parents’ right to make decisions with regard to their children – in the event of mandatory vaccination, parents’ objections to it in the absence of medical indications are not accepted as a strong argument for refusal; 5) freedom of conscience and religion – if one decides not to be vaccinated because of his/her conscience, then the compulsory order interferes with the right to act in accordance with one’s conscience at first glance. However, the ECtHR rejects a right to oppose state orders by invoking incompatibility with one’s conscience provided that a generally and neutrally phrased act exists as the basis of the order [23, p. 224].

As far as vaccination against COVID-19 is concerned, it is the model of voluntary vaccination that underlies it in most countries. In particular, Germany has expressed its commitment to such a policy, since the population of this country shows high readiness for vaccination. Thus, in Germany, the total number of people fully vaccinated against COVID-19 exceeds the number of unvaccinated people (43.7% of the overall population, which is 36.4 million people, against 41.5% respectively). 58.9% (49.1 million people) have received at least one vaccination. The highest vaccination rates are observed in Bremen (68.1%), Saarland (63.7%), Schleswig-Holstein (62.3%), North Rhine-Westphalia (62.1%), and Lower Saxony (61.2%); the lowest rates are reported in Brandenburg (54.2%), Thuringia (53.7%) and Saxony (50.1%) [24]. The Federal Government emphasizes that through voluntary vaccination, the authorities expect to gain the people's trust.

Among the European countries, the highest vaccination rates are demonstrated by Austria, where a total of people fully vaccinated against COVID-19 was 49.09% (3.9 million people); 64.3% (5.1 million people) received at least one vaccination as of July 15. The fastest pace of vaccination is reported in the Lands of Burgenland (51.42% of the population are fully immunized; 63.22% received the first vaccination dose), Vorarlberg (46.76% of the population are fully immunized; 56.21% received the first vaccination dose), Lower Austria (45.82% of the population are fully immunized; 60.10% received the first vaccination dose). Lower vaccination rates are reported in Vienna (40.65% of the population are fully immunized; 54.46% received the first vaccination dose), the lands of Upper Austria (40.88% of the population are fully immunized; 52.84% received one COVID-19 vaccination), Styria (41.71% are fully immunized; 57.13% received one COVID-19 vaccination) [25]. In Austria, vaccination against COVID-19 is also carried out on a voluntary basis.
However, some researchers hold the opposite view, emphasizing that the presumption of a patient's personal autonomy is not immutable: "...it is most overridden, for example, in the provision of emergency medical care, where, in the absence of evidence to the contrary (and when faced with a patient unable to provide consent at the moment), it is presumed by healthcare providers – in accordance with their duties of beneficence and non-maleficence – that the patient before them would wish to receive all necessary and reasonable medical treatment. In the context of compulsory vaccination, a similar rationale could be applied in order to justify the curtailment of personal autonomy" [26, p. 3-4].

In this regard, it is appropriate to note that by its nature, vaccination is significantly different from other medical interventions, since the refusal of vaccination threatens not only and not so much the health of an individual, but the epidemiological safety of a particular state and herd immunity of the population, which is an important factor in the prevention and control of infectious diseases.

It is well known that if too many elect not to receive a vaccination, the requisite threshold herd immunity required in order to be effective may not be reached, and the 'herd' or group may be left collectively vulnerable: an insufficiently immune proportion of a population can allow a disease to continue to circulate. Rates of refusal for measles vaccination are an example of this danger: in 2019, some 1282 individual cases of measles were confirmed in 31 states of the USA; the majority had not been vaccinated against the disease [26]. This example clearly demonstrates that vaccination is an important preventive measure; authorizing the state to only act in cases of a person being already ill, or disease having reached an enormous scale, significantly reduces the effectiveness of protecting human health.

Similar considerations are set out in the Report of the International Bioethics Committee of UNESCO (IBC) "On Consent", where para 56 reads: "...the threat of an epidemic legitimates the public hand to order compulsory measures", namely quarantine and immunization. "...Furthermore, even without immediate epidemic danger, it might be justified to declare immunizations compulsory in order to ensure a sufficient coverage in the population" [27]. The Committee notes that the application of such measures is legitimate to protect public health against serious diseases transmitted in everyday life in an uncertain environment.

In recent years, there has been a trend towards strengthening the population's obligations to be vaccinated in some states. For example, in Italy, after the measles outbreak in 2017, the number of mandatory vaccinations under the national immunization plan increased from 4 to 10, and access to early childhood educational services became possible only after minor children had received all ten vaccinations. The exemption from mandatory vaccination is permitted in two cases: a) cases of pre-existing immunity stemming from having naturally contracted a disease (proof must be provided), and b) cases in which they pose a danger to one's health due to specific, documented medical circumstances. In addition, the law significantly tightened the sanctions for evading or refusing vaccination – a fine of EUR 100-500 is imposed on the parents of unvaccinated children of the relevant age [28]. The original version of the law provided for the minimum fine of EUR 500 and the maximum fine of EUR 7,500.

Having examined the relevant law in terms of its compliance with the Constitution of the Republic, the Constitutional Court declared it constitutional, stating that in the face of vaccine coverage that is unsatisfactory in the present and trending toward critical levels in the future, it falls within the discretion (and the political responsibility) of government bodies to appreciate the overriding urgency to intervene, in light of the new data and new epidemiological phenomena that have emerged in the meantime, including in the name of the principle of precaution, which must preside in an area as crucial for the health of every citizen as that of prevention. Moreover, the Court stated that the law imposing a legal-related treatment is not incompatible with the Constitution if: the treatment is intended not only to improve or maintain the health of the individual in receipt of treatment, but also to preserve the health of others; it is provided that the treatment may not have a negative impact on the health of the recipient, with the exclusive exception of those consequences that normally result and, as such, are tolerable; in the case of further injury, the payment of equitable compensation to the injured party is provided for, separate and apart from any damages to which they may be entitled [28]. Given this, and taking into account the sanitary and epidemiological conditions, the existence of a mandatory vaccination system in itself is not a violation of human rights.

Among all the European countries, France has the strictest immunization policy. Currently, 11 positions of mandatory vaccination have been established in this country (compared to 3 vaccinations before the adoption of the relevant amendments in 2017). In addition, the failure by parents, without a legitimate reason (the only reason being medical contraindications), to comply with their legal obligations to provide healthcare to their underage child shall be punished by a term of imprisonment of two years and a fine of EUR 30,000 [29]. In the written comments of the French government in the case "Vavrička and Others v. the Czech Republic", it is emphasized that "the interference represented by such a compulsory vaccination scheme with the right to respect for private life was accordingly proportionate to the objective of promoting the degree of vaccination coverage needed to reach the herd immunity threshold for the benefit of the entire population" [30].

The issue of mandatory vaccination is also covered in the Case-law of the European Court of Human Rights. In this context, the judgment in the case "Vavrička and Others v. the Czech Republic" [30], adopted on April 8, 2021, was of ultimate importance and is expected to become a precedent for resolving the issue of universal mandatory vaccination against COVID-19. According to the researchers, the transfer of the case to the Grand Chamber of the ECHR indicates the complexity of the issue, in particular, due to a possibility of contradictions with the previous court decisions. It is no coincidence that the first hearing in the case took place after the end of the "special regime" for the court's
the judgment, it is obvious that this primarily concerns conventional preventive vaccinations against major diseases. However, despite its high relevance, the issue of immunization against COVID-19 was not considered by the European Court.

Meanwhile, taking into account the difficult epidemiological situation, some states introduced compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 for certain categories of citizens. Thus, in France, mandatory immunization has been introduced for those who come into contact with vulnerable categories of citizens, in particular, doctors, nursing staff in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, institutions for disabled people as well as all specialists or volunteers who are in contact with vulnerable categories of citizens [31]. The checks of doctors for compliance with vaccination regulation and imposing fines on those unvaccinated started on September 15.

Despite the fact that for the majority of the French population vaccination against COVID-19 remains voluntary, the scope of application of a sanitary pass with information about vaccinations and tests for infection is significantly expanded: starting from July 21, one can participate in events involving over 50 people only if this document is available; starting from August, without this document, one is not allowed to enter bars, restaurants, shopping centers, trains, intercity buses, planes [31].

Greece is implementing similar measures. The Greek Prime Minister, K. Mitsotakis, said in a televised address to the nation: "Immediate vaccination of nursing home workers is becoming since they represent the most vulnerable category. Those who do not do so will be suspended from work from August 16. From September 1, compulsory vaccination will also apply to public and private sector medical workers" [31]. Till the end of the summer, all indoor and entertainment venues were only open for those who received vaccinations. In addition to these countries, the conditionally compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 was introduced in Latvia and Russia, whereas in Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, COVID-19 vaccination was included in the Immunization Plan in July 2021, which resulted in the extension of this duty to the entire population.

According to the researchers, the difficulties in implementing compulsory vaccination against COVID-19 are associated with some characteristic features of both the infection itself and the nature of vaccines. First of all, it is about vaccination effectiveness and safety, which, in the absence of sufficient reliable scientific data on the pathogen virus, cannot be properly guaranteed. In addition, most COVID-19 vaccines have been approved for production and mass use in an accelerated manner, without conducting the third stage of clinical trials, which naturally leaves many questions about them affecting both a person and the general public.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Summarizing the experience of different countries, namely Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Greece, and China in
implementing vaccination allows us to draw the following conclusions: vaccination is an important component of the fundamental right to health. The aim of vaccination consists in preventing and counteracting the spread of infectious epidemic diseases that pose a serious threat to the health of an individual and society as a whole; international legal acts on the regulation of human rights, in particular, the right to health, do not give a clear answer to the question of whether vaccination is a human right or obligation. This uncertainty has resulted in the existence of multiple vaccination policies and models designed in each national state with consideration of the epidemiological state, economic opportunities, and political conditions, as well as the mentality of its citizens; currently, there are two main models of vaccination in the world, which differ depending on the degree of imperativeness—voluntary (vaccination as a person’s right) and mandatory (vaccination as a person’s duty); most states consider vaccination as a type of medical intervention, National states generally consider vaccination as a type of medical intervention, which results in the duty to guarantee the patient’s autonomy, including the requirement of voluntary informed consent. This approach to immunization is based on the priority of human rights and freedoms, which, as most international regulations provide for, prevail over other considerations, including the interests of state and society; however, the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the vulnerability of this approach: a rapid spread of the virus, the severity of the disease and its subsequent consequences have revealed that no human rights can be properly and effectively implemented in the face of a threat to the public health; the model of compulsory vaccination is based on an exception to the general rule, according to which medical intervention in the health of a patient without his/her consent is only allowed in urgent cases, for the sake of preserving his/her life and health. In this context, vaccination has significant differences from other types of medical interventions, since it jeopardizes herd immunity to the public health; the model of compulsory vaccination considers vaccination as a type of medical intervention, mandatory (vaccination as a person’s duty); most states in the world, which differ depending on the degree of imperativeness, as well as the mentality of its citizens; the epidemiological state, economic opportunities, and political conditions, as well as the mentality of its citizens; currently, there are two main models of vaccination in the world, which differ depending on the degree of imperativeness—voluntary (vaccination as a person’s right) and mandatory (vaccination as a person’s duty); most states consider vaccination as a type of medical intervention, National states generally consider vaccination as a type of medical intervention, which results in the duty to guarantee the patient’s autonomy, including the requirement of voluntary informed consent. This approach to immunization is based on the priority of human rights and freedoms, which, as most international regulations provide for, prevail over other considerations, including the interests of state and society; however, the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the vulnerability of this approach: a rapid spread of the virus, the severity of the disease and its subsequent consequences have revealed that no human rights can be properly and effectively implemented in the face of a threat to the public health; the model of compulsory vaccination is based on an exception to the general rule, according to which medical intervention in the health of a patient without his/her consent is only allowed in urgent cases, for the sake of preserving his/her life and health. In this context, vaccination has significant differences from other types of medical interventions, since it jeopardizes herd immunity and health of other people; the issue of compulsory vaccination and its compliance with human rights has been the matter of consideration for the European Court of Human Rights, whose recent judgment holds that vaccination is an important preventive medical measure that provides protection against diseases carrying serious health risks, which is a positive duty of the state according to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Moreover, the existence of multiple policies and practices in the States Parties to the Convention permits application of more imperative approaches to immunization, in particular, in cases where voluntary vaccination is not sufficient to ensure the threshold of herd immunity; in most states, vaccination against COVID-19 is now carried out on a voluntary basis. However, the complication of the epidemiological situation has resulted in the introduction of compulsory vaccination in several countries, which can affect both certain population categories (France, Greece, Russia) and the country’s entire population (Tajikistan, Turkmenistan).
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